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1    ABSTRACT 
 
 
The purpose of intended study is to research, design, and analyze an effective six-axis, single-

strut towing dynamometer for use in the 120-foot towing-tank at the United States Naval 

Academy Hydromechanics Laboratory (NAHL).  A towing dynamometer serves to resolve the 

basic forces and moments of ship motion, including surge, sway, heave, roll, pitch, and yaw.  

Ultimately, a well-designed, easily calibrated, single-strut towing dynamometer would quickly 

provide information about the desired experimental parameters (six degrees-of-freedom) of ship 

motion.  Simultaneously, such a system would facilitate effective testing of submerged bodies, 

high-performance hull-forms, and a multitude of other entities.  This report serves to formally 

detail the progress of all research efforts, to include the calibration and validation of a fabricated 

towing dynamometer prototype. 

 
 
2    INTRODUCTION 
 
 
Previous research efforts served to develop a feasible six-axis, single-strut towing dynamometer 

design [Laun, 2010].  At the conclusion of two concurrent semesters of study, the refined 

SolidWorks design file was submitted to the Project Support Branch at the United States Naval 

Academy (USNA).  A multiple-component aluminum assembly was fabricated and modified for 

subsequent integration of corresponding measurement technology. 

 

Figure 1 depicts the SolidWorks model of the final balance-based towing dynamometer.  As 

designed, four commercial strain-gauge assemblies serve to measure surge (highlighted in blue), 

four strain-gauge assemblies serve to measure sway (highlighted in green), four strain-gauge 

assemblies serve to measure heave (highlighted in orange and yellow), two strain-gauge 

assemblies serve to measure roll (highlighted in orange), two strain-gauge assemblies serve to 

measure pitch (highlighted in yellow), and four traditional strain-gauges wired in a full-bridge 

configuration serve to measure yaw (highlighted in red).  Concurrently, the 12 commercial full-

bridge, thin-beam load cell assemblies and four traditional strain-gauge units serve to facilitate 

measurement of all six desired degrees-of-freedom [Full-Bridge Thin-Beam Load Cells]. 
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Figure 1.  Balance-Based Towing Dynamometer Prototype [Laun, 2010] 

 

The resulting calibration and validation of the fabricated prototype requires extensive use of the 

many resources available at NAHL.  Throughout this third semester of research, the aluminum 

prototype was fitted with the specified series of commercial strain-gauge assemblies, mounted to 

a customized calibration stand, subjected to a variety of imparted forces and moments (through 

all six degrees-of-freedom), analyzed for overall accuracy, and considered for future towing-tank 

experimentation. 

 

Ultimately, the purpose of this comprehensive research project is to design, manufacture, 

integrate, and analyze an effective six-axis, single-strut towing dynamometer for use in the 120-

foot towing-tank.  A single-strut design, consisting of a low-resistance member (mounted 

through the hull of the affixed submarine model) and a de-coupled force measurement apparatus 

(contained within the submerged hull-form), offers the ideal means by which to test an 

underwater body.  As ship motion is measured by six parameters (surge, sway, heave, roll, pitch, 

and yaw), the apparatus must be of sufficient capacity to resolve force and moment values for 

each existing degree-of-freedom.  Given the unique integration of commercial strain-gauge 

assemblies and the potential for “cross-talk” within the total system, sufficiency of the fabricated 

prototype is a direct reflection of accurate calibration data and the development of an effective 
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calibration matrix.  Ultimately, if a successful dynamometer design is constructed, calibrated, 

and validated for the 120-foot towing-tank, a “scaled” version may be design and manufactured 

for future experimentation in the 380-foot towing-tank. 

 
 
3    BACKGROUND 
 
 
As described, ship motion is defined by six degrees-of-freedom [Laun, 2010].  Translational 

motions are labeled as surge, sway, and heave.  Rotational motions are labeled as roll, pitch, and 

yaw.  The fabricated aluminum prototype serves to accurately measure each of these existing 

forces and moments (as imparted on a submarine model).  Figure 2 depicts all existing degrees-

of-freedom relative to the predefined coordinate axes of ship motion. 

 

 
 

Figure 2.  Diagram of Basic Ship Motions [Gillmer and Johnson, 1982] 

 

As determined via the integration of 16 strain-gauge units within the prototype, each resulting 

ship motion imparts a unique strain on each gauge flexure.  Given the magnitude of the imparted 

force or moment, the corresponding strain is translated into an internal resistance variation within 

each strain-gauge assembly.  With sufficient amplification of voltage signals emerging from each 

strain-gauge assembly, the imparted magnitude of ship motion can be related directly to a 

corresponding variation of outputted voltage [Perry and Lissner, 1962].  Ultimately, via the 

application of traditional strain-gauge theory, all installed strain-gauge assemblies serve to 

provide accurate measurements of forces and moments developed within the submarine model or 
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submerged hull-form.   Figure 3 depicts each commercial full-bridge, thin-beam load cell 

assembly, as manufactured by Omega Engineering. 

 

 
 

Figure 3.  Commercial Thin-Beam Load-Cell Assembly [Full-Bridge Thin-Beam Load Cells] 

 

Given the unique construction of each commercial assembly, the entire dynamometer prototype 

was designed to impart a corresponding force or moment directly through the centerline of the 

assembly, thereby developing an “S-bend” within the unit.  Figure 4 provides an image of an 

assembled commercial strain-gauge unit (mounted for independent calibration).  The manner in 

which a specific force may be applied is denoted accordingly. 

 

 
 

Figure 4.  Assembled Full-Bridge Load Cell Unit 

 
To facilitate the rapid installation of each commercial strain-gauge assembly, the entire 

aluminum prototype was precision-machined by the personnel of the Project Support Branch.  
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Figure 5 details the final stage of the prototype fabrication process (depicting the drilling of the 

unit by the NCC Cutting Machine). 

 

 
 

Figure 5.  Precision Drilling of the Dynamometer Prototype by the NCC Cutting Machine 

 

Effective strain-gauge assembly and installation served as the final stage of the fabrication 

process.  Each commercial strain-gauge unit was assembled and coated with a polymer-based 

sealant (to better “waterproof” and protect each assembly).  The four traditional strain-gauges 

were mounted to the top of the prototype and wired in a full-bridge configuration.  Accordingly, 

each strain-gauge “rosette” mounted on the “yaw-tube” serves to isolate and measure yaw 

moments imparted on the entire body.  Figure 6 provides a photograph of the assembled towing 

dynamometer prototype.  The “yaw-tube” is denoted accordingly. 

 

 
 

Figure 6.  Assembled Towing Dynamometer Prototype 
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Per the foundational tenets of established strain-gauge theory, effective calibration and validation 

of any gauge-based prototype relies extensively on the linearity of the elastic response of the 

entire fabricated system.  Accordingly, via the consideration of a “least squares fit” regression 

analysis (or “calibration curve”) for each full-bridge unit, as demonstrated within Figure 7, the 

accuracy of the entire system may be determined. 

 

 
 

Figure 7.  Typical Linear Calibration Curve for a Strain-Gauge System 

 

Consequently, a basic dynamometer calibration procedure was adopted from the methodology 

used to evaluate force-blocks and load-cells at NAHL.  Relying extensively on the assumed 

linearity of each strain-gauge assembly, a calibration matrix can be derived for the entire 

dynamometer system.  As later discussed within the confines of this paper, the calibration data 

(and corresponding calibration matrix) is analyzed for general validity. 

 

Ultimately, the design, calibration, and validation process for the proposed towing dynamometer 

system is intended to be iterative in nature.  Traditionally, strain-gauge systems are designed for 

highly-controlled and stable environments.  Given the unique operation of this proposed system, 

many observations generated via direct experimentation and calibration serve to strengthen 

future design modifications of the six-axis, single-strut towing dynamometer. 
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4     OBJECTIVES 
 
 
Given the nature of previous research efforts, the specific intent of this research project is to 

satisfy the following objectives: 

 

a. Develop a greater understanding of the forces and moments acting on a submarine model 

within six degrees-of-freedom.  To successfully calibrate and validate a towing 

dynamometer system, the full range of expected hydrodynamic forces and moments must 

be considered.  Better understanding these imparted values will facilitate the fabrication 

of a system capable of supporting appropriate resistance and maneuvering tests in the 

120-foot towing-tank. 

 

b. Develop a procedure to accurately install and calibrate all strain-gauge units within the 

fabricated aluminum prototype.  The successful calibration of the entire dynamometer 

requires precise integration of each commercial system.  The development of an 

established calibration procedure serves to support an investigation of overall design 

validity and provide a sufficient level of knowledge for future comparable research 

efforts at NAHL. 

 

c. Validate all calibration data and the outputted calibration matrix.  Validation of the 

experimental calibration data serves as the final means by which to determine the 

sufficiency of the dynamometer prototype for submerged operations.  Data validation is 

based entirely on established quantitative levels of accuracy for experimental test 

equipment (and comparable dynamometer systems) used at NAHL. 

 

d. Provide sufficient analysis for future design iterations.  Given the inherent time 

constraints on midshipman-based research efforts at NAHL, effective analysis of the 

lessons learned (via completed calibration and experimentation) serve to support future 

investigations and modifications of a comparable six-axis, single-strut towing 

dynamometer system. 
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5    METHODOLOGY 
 
 
5.1    PROTOTYPE ASSEMBLY AND PREPARATION 
 

As stated, the entire aluminum assembly for the towing dynamometer prototype was fabricated 

by the Project Support Branch at USNA.  Per the defined SolidWorks file, the prototype was 

delivered as a series of five unique components: a base unit, a lower-level unit, a middle-level 

unit, an upper-level unit, and the “yaw-tube” assembly.  Given the precision-milling of each 

component, the final prototype was designed to best accommodate each commercial strain-gauge 

assembly.  Simultaneously, each strain-gauge assembly serves as a vital component of the entire 

prototype, facilitating precise alignment and overall structural integrity. 

 

Each commercial full-bridge load cell assembly was purchased from Omega Engineering.  Each 

delivered product included a series of seven components: one thin-beam load cell (consisting of 

pre-mounted and pre-wired strain-gauges arranged in a full-load configuration), two “L-shaped” 

aluminum mounting brackets, two small alignment plates, and two small mounting screws.  A 

customized order was necessary to increase the length of affixed wire (in direct anticipation of 

future model testing and positioning of each wire through the model strut). 

 

Upon assembly of each strain-gauge unit, a polymer sealant was applied to the centrally-mounted 

load cell.  Each exposed strain-gauge and any wire connections were carefully covered with the 

waterproofing material.  The entire coating process was completed in a manner previously 

established by NAHL for the long-term preservation of strain-gauge systems (in an exposed or 

submerged operating environment).  Thereafter, larger mounting screws were used to affix each 

mounting bracket to a respective position within the dynamometer prototype.  A series of 

“grooves” and drilled holes were integrated within each aluminum component to facilitate 

precise alignment and installation.   

 

Figure 8 provides a detailed view of several strain-gauge assemblies mounted within the total 

unit.  The large mounting screws are denoted accordingly and the blue polymer (waterproofing) 
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material on each load cell is readily visible.  This outlined procedure is followed for the 

installation of all 12 commercial strain-gauge assemblies within the prototype. 

 

 
 

Figure 8.  Depiction of Strain-Gauge Assemblies Installed within the Dynamometer Prototype 

 

As previously defined, the “yaw-tube” assembly consists of four traditional strain-gauge 

“rosettes” affixed to a hollow aluminum cylinder (to effectively measure any torque values 

imparted upon the cylindrical body).  Each unit is mounted with a 90° separation (between 

gauges), in accordance with standard established practices for installing wire strain-gauges.  The 

four strain-gauges are mounted in a full-bridge configuration, and four wires are affixed to the 

completed “yaw-tube” assembly.  Each colored wire denotes a corresponding voltage value: 

excitation voltage or signal voltage.  Similarly, each of the 12 commercial strain-gauge 

assemblies features these four wire types, as well as a fifth installed wire for electrical shielding.  

The “yaw-tube” was not waterproofed, though such efforts would be necessary prior to 

submergence in the 120-foot towing-tank. 
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All aluminum components and commercial strain-gauge units were aligned appropriately to 

complete the final prototype assembly.  A series of levels were used to ensure the precision of 

the assembly (prior to fully tightening each of the larger mounting screws).  As necessary, 

several additional holes and mounting plates were integrated within the final system to facilitate 

effective calibration. 

 

5.2    CALIBRATION STAND DEVELOPMENT 
 

The final calibration stand was constructed through direct experimentation and extensive 

consultation with NAHL personnel.  Initially, the calibration stand was developed to apply forces 

directly to the centerline of each strain-gauge assembly or impart moments about the “yaw-tube” 

of the prototype.  Figure 9 provides a photograph displaying the application of a “pure” sway 

force (per the initial calibration stand design).  As denoted, a customized plate was affixed to the 

aluminum frame to allow for the sway force to be applied in an appropriate manner.  The entire 

assembly was mounted to a pre-calibrated force block to allow for subsequent validation of the 

resulting data. 

 

 
 

Figure 9.  Initial Calibration Stand Configuration for Applied Sway Force 
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While the initial calibration stand configuration served to accurately impart forces and moments 

for a single degree-of-freedom, a more advanced calibration stand assembly was necessary for 

the application of all six degrees-of-freedom.  Consequently, rather than fixing the base of the 

prototype to the calibration table, the entire unit was suspended from the “yaw-tube,” a 

configuration that directly reflects the orientation of the dynamometer within any corresponding 

submarine model.  Figure 10 provides a photograph of the suspended dynamometer within the 

final calibration stand configuration. 

 

 
 

Figure 10.  Dynamometer Prototype Suspended within the Final Calibration Stand Configuration 

 

As depicted, a plate affixed to the “yaw-tube” serves as the primary means of attachment, 

simulating the effects of a single-strut assembly.  For actual calibration, forces and moments are 

applied directly to the base of the unit.  The large aluminum plate attached to the bottom of the 

prototype serves as the means to apply surge and sway forces.  Heave forces are imparted by 

suspending a weight-pan beneath the entire prototype.  Roll, pitch, and yaw moments are applied 

via a unique application of forces translated through the two slender aluminum beams attached to 

the larger aluminum plate (beneath the total prototype assembly). 
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The final calibration stand is constructed from “80/20,” a unique aluminum framing material that 

supports rapid assembly and re-configuration.  A series of pulleys are attached to the aluminum 

framing, allowing for the application of all requisite moments.  Nylon lines and “S-hooks” are 

used to support pre-measured weight pans.  Ultimately, for calibration with a specific force or 

moment, an appropriate weight-plate is added to the corresponding weight pan.  “Pure” moments 

are imparted via the application of an upward force on one side of the moment-arm and an 

equivalent application of a downward force on the opposite side of the moment-arm.  Each 

moment-arm is measured as the distance from the “S-hook” (or corresponding pin) to the defined 

center of the prototype.  For appropriate standardization, the moment-arm for all roll and yaw 

moments is five inches, and the moment-arm for all pitch moments is seven inches. 

 

Figure 11 provides a comprehensive photograph of the final calibration configuration for all six 

desired degrees-of-freedom.  All pulleys, nylon lines, and corresponding weight pans are readily 

visible.  Within this photograph, the unique weight placement for a single calibration event is 

also apparent.  A heave force is imparted via the weight-plates added to the weight pan directly 

beneath the suspended prototype assembly.  Surge and sway forces are imparted via weights 

“pulling” on the large aluminum assembly affixed to the base of the prototype, as described 

above.  Similarly, all moments are applied via the aforementioned procedure, though the picture 

serves to represent the large quantity of weight-plates required for accurate calibration of the 

prototype within six degrees-of-freedom.  

 

The entire calibration stand is securely attached to the blue calibration table existing within 

NAHL.  Though the table possesses the ability to move, all calibration was executed with the 

table in a purely stationary nature.  During calibration, each nylon line was carefully leveled (or 

“checked” for a level orientation) and all pans were carefully adjusted to minimize any excess 

motion.  Given the unique properties of the “80/20” framing, the rigid calibration stand 

configuration served as a very effective means to successfully impart all desired degrees-of-

freedom on the suspended aluminum dynamometer prototype.  For the purposes of this research 

paper, Figure 11 serves as the best photograph of the final configuration, though additional 

depictions and “proprietary” knowledge of the stand design are available upon request from the 

appropriate NAHL personnel. 
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Figure 11.  Final Calibration Stand Configuration for Six Degrees-of-Freedom 
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5.3    DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM 
 

In accordance with established strain-gauge theory, each simulated ship motion yields a 

corresponding voltage change within each full-bridge strain-gauge assembly.  Consequently, a 

single voltage channel is allotted for each full-bridge unit, resulting in a total of 13 channels for 

measurements (one channel for each of the 12 commercial assemblies and one channel for the 

entire “yaw-tube”).  As depicted in Figure 12, each full-bridge is linked to a corresponding Futek 

Amplifier Module.  Subsequently, each of the 13 amplified channels is connected to a single 

Agilent Data Acquisition Unit. 

 

 
 

Figure 12.  Futek Amplifier Module Configuration 

 

Via an existing MATLAB code provided by NAHL, the Agilent Data Acquisition Unit is used to 

transmit voltage data directly to a modified Microsoft Excel spreadsheet.  Voltage data is 

acquired for each specific load configuration.  Ultimately, all 13 channels of voltage data are 

recorded for each unique load event, thereby allowing for the subsequent creation of a 

corresponding calibration matrix. 
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6    ANALYSIS 
 
 
Subsequent calibration and validation of the towing dynamometer prototype emerged as a 

function of calibration matrix development.  Figure 13 provides a summary of the analytical 

procedure used to derive a functional matrix. 

 

 
 

Figure 13.  Calibration Matrix Development Process 
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Essentially, as discussed, the Microsoft Excel spreadsheet served to record all inputted load 

conditions (for all six degrees-of-freedom) and all outputted voltage values (for all 13 channels).  

Throughout the calibration process, more than 100 independent calibration events were recorded 

within the spreadsheet (as represented by the variable, “N”).  Through a series of inversions and 

matrix multiplications, as defined within Figure 13, the load and voltage matrices are 

transformed into a singular calibration coefficient matrix.  Thereafter, for any unknown force or 

moment applied to the prototype, the resulting (outputted) voltage values can be converted into 

quantified load conditions for each degree-of-freedom (via direct matrix multiplication with the 

developed coefficient matrix). 

 

For the typical calibration of force blocks at NAHL, the acceptable maximum deviation is less 

than 0.25% of the defined full-scale value (as a function of a “least squares fit” analysis of 

experimental data).  Consequently, for the dynamometer prototype, an equivalent value was 

established to determine the overall sufficiency of the fabricated system.  For experimentation 

conducted with the original calibration stand, the maximum deviation ranged from values less 

than 0.25% to values around 0.50% of full-scale (for a single degree-of-freedom).  Given the 

truly prototypic nature of the entire assembly, any values less than one-percent of full-scale were 

defined as ideal.  Accordingly, for a single degree-of-freedom, all installed strain-gauge 

assemblies responded in a quantitatively acceptable manner. 

 

However, given the defined purpose of the towing dynamometer, true validation can only occur 

by direct consideration of the systematic response within six degrees-of-freedom.  

Fundamentally, the effects of coupled forces and moments, structural deflection, and electrical 

“cross-talk” must be integrated within the calibration matrix.  Considering the unique 

mathematical construct of the defined matrix, validation of the prototype emerges as a relatively 

straightforward task.  In theory, the overall accuracy of the calibration matrix is enhanced by the 

more independent calibration events that are inputted into the Microsoft Excel spreadsheet.  As 

the corresponding coefficient matrix becomes more accurate, a series of known load cases can be 

applied to the prototype and compared to the load values calculated directly with the matrix (as a 

function of the voltage recorded by the Agilent Data Acquisition Unit). 
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Via the consideration of percentage difference values for each degree-of-freedom (comparing the 

actual load case and the calculated load case), the sufficiency of the towing dynamometer is best 

analyzed for subsequent submarine model testing.  Though surge and yaw values differed (on 

average) by about one-percent, the differences for all other degrees-of-freedom ranged from 

several percent to upwards of 20%, suggesting an existing design-related issue. 

 

To “troubleshoot” the aluminum prototype, two fundamental design factors were considered: the 

deflection of internal structural members and the non-linear response of installed strain-gauge 

assemblies (attributed to irregular loading).  A series of theoretical calculations and direct 

quantitative observations served to eliminate structural deflection as a significant source of 

experimental error.  Consequently, the unique responsiveness of each commercial strain-gauge 

assembly was considered for further investigation. 

 

As demonstrated within Figure 14, an individual strain-gauge assembly was calibrated with a 

series of irregularly imparted forces.  Though loading the assembly to produce the 

aforementioned “S-bend” yields a linear response, all other applied load conditions demonstrate 

significant non-linearity.  Accordingly, per Figure 14, any applied “side forces” will produce 

significant non-linear “cross-talk” within each gauge assembly, thereby invalidating the 

sufficiency of the entire prototype system to accurately (and simultaneously) isolate all six 

desired degrees-of-freedom. 

 

 
 

Figure 14.  Irregular Loading of an Individual Strain-Gauge Assembly 
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7    CONCLUSION 
 
 
Undoubtedly, the development of a six-axis, single-strut towing dynamometer is an inherently 

complex process.  Though comparable systems have been developed for more controlled 

environments, such as a wind-tunnel, the inherent severity of a submerged operating 

environment necessitates a less conventional design approach.  As evidenced throughout the 

entire design, calibration, and validation process, a variety of unique factors and considerations 

arise for this research-based approach. 

 

Unfortunately, despite three concurrent semesters of study, the fabricated prototype does not 

serve as a sufficient means to support desired submarine model testing at NAHL.  While the 

physical design of the apparatus allows for the isolation of six degrees-of-freedom, the successful 

integration of strain-gauge technology (or comparable measurement equipment) remains 

unresolved.  As proven via direct experimentation, the 12 commercial strain-gauge assemblies do 

not allow for the accurate determination of load values for all six degrees-of-freedom.  Though 

the gauge assemblies are very accurate for a single degree-of-freedom (such that the specific load 

case creates an “S-bend” within the unit), all irregular loading produces a non-linear response for 

the entire assembly, thereby invalidating any attempts to create an accurate calibration matrix.  

Given the intent of the fabricated prototype to consistently measure forces and moments for all 

six desired degrees-of-freedom, each strain-gauge assembly will be subjected to both regular and 

irregular load conditions.  Ultimately, though the strain-gauge assemblies manufactured by 

Omega Engineering provide the benefits of rapid installation and accuracy (for a specific load 

event), these very assemblies do not support the overall ability of the entire system to accurately 

provide information about all six degrees-of-freedom. 

 

Nevertheless, notwithstanding the limitations of the commercial strain-gauge assemblies, the 

fabricated “yaw-tube” proved to be a very accurate component of the total system.  Despite the 

presence of multiple irregular loads imparted on the component, the “yaw-tube” produced linear 

voltage responses for all six degrees-of-freedom.  Accordingly, future design iterations for the 

entire prototype should consider two unique aspects of the “yaw-tube” assembly: the utilization 

of traditional strain-gauge technology and the implementation of a full-bridge electrical 
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configuration for a single degree-of-freedom.  Though traditional strain-gauges significantly 

reduce the ease by which the entire assembly is fabricated (and add a significant degree of 

frustration to the entire process), these units are more likely to respond in a linear manner to 

irregular load conditions, as an “S-bend” is not necessary for accurate measurements.  

Additionally, while the current prototype features multiple full-bridge configurations for a single 

degree-of-freedom (with the exception of the “yaw-tube”), the functionality of the system may 

be improved by integrating one full-bridge circuit for each individual degree-of-freedom.  The 

subsequent reduction in the number of channels (from a total of 13 to no more than six) may 

serve to expedite any future operation of the towing dynamometer prototype. 

 

Most notably, beyond the successes of the “yaw-tube” component, the development of a 

functional calibration matrix serves as the most beneficial development of this research project.  

As proven within the discussed matrix development process and demonstrated by analysis of 

experimental data, the optimized Microsoft Excel spreadsheet serves as an effective means to 

output load data for all six degrees-of-freedom (as a function of recorded voltage values and 

inputted calibration data).  Given the success of this spreadsheet, the knowledge developed 

through this research project will serve to support future calibration efforts at NAHL, including 

efforts to accurately calibrate dynamometer systems that intend to measure more than a single 

degree-of-freedom. 

 

Definitively, all completed research efforts serve to develop unique insights about naval 

architecture, submarine model testing, and the daily operations of NAHL.  Though a truly 

functional design for a six-axis, single-strut towing dynamometer remains unattained, the lessons 

learned through three semesters of study effectively support any related research efforts in the 

future.  Through successive optimization of the existing prototype, integration of more accurate 

(linearly-responsive and consistent) load measurement technology, and development of an 

appropriate single-strut fixture, the initial research goals remain entirely achievable.  While 

additional research and modification is necessary, the capabilities of the proposed system appear 

relatively unlimited.  Ultimately, sufficient research has been conducted to afford the United 

States Naval Academy the future ability to comprehensively evaluate the performance of 

submarine models and high-performance hull-forms. 
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THE ULTIMATE PURPOSE OF 

THIS RESEARCH PROJECT IS 

TO DEVELOP A SMALL-SCALE 

TOWING DYNAMOMETER WITH 

SUFFICIENT RELIABILITY AND 

VERSATILITY TO FUNCTION 

SUCCESSFULLY IN A 

SUBMERGED OPERATING 

ENVIRONMENT …

PREVIOUS RESEARCH EFFORTS DEVELOPED 

A SOLIDWORKS MODEL OF THE PROPOSED 

TOWING DYNAMOMETER SYSTEM
THE FABRICATED ALUMINUM DYNAMOMETER 

INCORPORATES  ALL 16 COMMERCIAL, OFF-THE-SHELF 

(COTS) MECHANICAL STRAIN-GAUGE ASSEMBLIES TO 

MEASURE ALL SIX DEGREES-OF-FREEDOM

FABRICATION BY 

PROJECT SUPPORT 

BRANCH AT USNA

NCC Cutting Machine

THE DYNAMOMETER IS MOUNTED ON A 

CALIBRATION ASSEMBLY DEVELOPED 

AT NAHL TO SUCCESSFULLY IMPART 

ALL COMBINED FORCES AND 

MOMENTS ON THE SYSTEM

13 FUTEK STRAIN-GAUGE AMPLIFIERS 

FACILITATE THE TRANSMISSION OF 

CORRESPONDING VOLTAGE VALUES 

TO A RECENTLY DEVELOPED 

MICROSOFT EXCEL SPREADSHEET …

CALIBRATION 

MATRIX 

DEVELOPMENT

SUBSEQUENT EVALUATION OF THE 

DERIVED CALIBRATION MATRIX AND 

ANALYSIS OF AN INDIVIDUAL 

STRAIN-GAUGE ASSEMBLY REVEALS 

THE INABILITY OF THE 12 INSTALLED 

OMEGA FULL-BRIDGE THIN-BEAM 

LOAD CELLS TO FULFILL THE 

DESIRED RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

ALTHOUGH THE DERIVED CALIBRATION MATRIX DEMONSTRATES 

THE FEASIBILITY OF THE TOWING DYNAMOMETER SYSTEM, NEW 

STRAIN-GAUGE ASSEMBLIES MUST BE INSTALLED TO SUPPORT 

FUTURE CALIBRATION EFFORTS …
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